The purpose of this paper is to present effective methods for finding the parameters and to examine in detail some of the limitations of the model. These limitations may be studied effectively only through systematic analysis of the relationship between the parameters and the data. THEORY 
spondingly more complex, and the task of selecting the appropriate parameters becomes increasingly difficult. In this paper we utilize linear inversion techniques already well known and widely used in seismological research [Wiggins, 1972; Jackson, 1972] . Linear inversion provides the researcher with a simple, efficient technique for selecting an optimum set of parameters and estimating their sensitivity to changes in the data. The first part of this paper is a brief discussion of one of these techniques. The second part is devoted to the application of this technique to a specific model, the line model current system first suggested by Alfvbn [1939] . This system is treated as a mathematical model and best-fitted to selected substorm data.
Alfv6n's three-dimensional current model and models similar to it have appeared frequently in the literature (see, for example, the paper by Bostrom [1964] for a review). These models seek to explain the magnetic signatures observed during auroral breakups. Previously, two-dimensional current models have been used to explain these perturbations. However, two-dimensional current flow that is limited to the ionosphere is physically unrealistic. The energy dissipated by the electrojet far exceeds the energy available from any known ionospheric source. Three-dimensional systems in which an electrical circuit is established between the geomagnetic tail, the partial ring current, and the ionosphere indirectly link the solar wind to the ionosphere [McPherron, 1970] . Indirect coupling between the solar wind (the energy source) and the ionosphere (the sink) provides the necessary energy unrealizable in the two-dimensional model. Although the mechanism that causes the energy transfer is still the subject of much discussion, the experimental work of Zmuda et al. [1966] , Whalen and McDiarmid [1970] , and Park and Cloutlet
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[1971] among others has shown that field-aligned currents do exist during auroral breakup.
All field-aligned current models can be constructed by superposing the magnetic potentials due to infinitesimal current loops that lie on surfaces of constant L [Bonnevier et al., 1970] . (The L parameter is a measure, in units of earth radii, of the distance between the intersection of a dipole field line with the equatorial plane and the center of the earth.) The components of the field may be found by calculating the gradient of the potential for each loop and summing over all the loops. To apply the linear inverse procedure, it is more convenient to calculate the components directly by superposing the fields due to infinitesimal straight current elements. Then only the field due to two large loops, one lying above the equatorial plane and the other below, must be calculated. 
which are easily inverted by using the orthonormality of U and V:
where U and V are orthogonal rotation matrices (n X nand m X m, respectively) and A is a rectangular matrix whose elements are zero except on the diagonal. By analogy with the diagonalization of a square symmetric matrix we call the diagonal elements X t 'eigenvalues' and the columns of U and V eigenvectors. Lanczos shows that the eigenvalues may be assumed nonnegative and arranged in decreasing order of size By substituting A in (5) into (3) and premultiplying by UT we note the following transformations:
y = Uy'
singular or very nearly so. Second, even if the least squares problem is well posed, the solution x may be outside the range of linearity of (2). Third, some of the data may contain more noise than others, and all the data may be in different units. If so, use of the simple least squares criterion is not appropriate. The third problem is the easiest to solve, and so we discuss it first. Each equation of the system (I) is divided by the standard deviation (1, of the corresponding datum. This procedure weights all the data appropriately and puts the equations in dimensionless form. The first and second problems may be solved by imposing an additional criterion on the vector of parameter corrections x: that the length of the vector x be sufficiently small to stay within the estimated neighborhood of linearity of (2). Use of the term 'length' of course implies that each of the parameters P, is measured in similar units and has roughly the same influence on the data. Where this is not the case we treat the unknowns in the same way that we treated the data above. We divide each unknown Xj by an appropriate scale factor Tj, while we preserve the equality in (2) by multiplying thejth column of A by T j ; i.e., E, = YtO -Tj aC,jaPj
Once this is done, implementation of the criterion regarding the perturbation size, or 'step size,' may best be visualized in the principal axis system, or what is referred to in the following as the primed system. It has been shown [Lanczos. 1961] that an arbitrary real matrix A may be decomposed to the form Diversion of the toil current are all sufficiently small. In general, the number of data n will not be equal to the number of parameters m, and the functions C t will not be linear functions of the PJ' The field-aligned current model is no exception. In the face of such difficulties it has been traditional to choose the parameters P J by trial and error. With luck this method may produce a satisfactory parameter set but usually provides little else. For example, there may be many other parameter sets that provide equally good or bette(~W W the dat~(i.~., the problem is nonuni.que), and the 'rear S~~b lfIay be qUIte dIfferent from the first satIsfactory solutioid;btained. Or no satisfactory solution may have been found after much trial and error; the investigator has little to show to his creditors yet cannot prove that no solution exists.
Fortunately, if the calculated data C t are continuous and differentiable functions of the input parameters P J (as is the case for the field-aligned current model), there is a better way. The better way makes use of a Taylor series expansion of the functions Ct(P J ) about some initial model P/:
For a sufficiently small neighborhood about the starting model, second-and higher-order terms in !!1 P J may be neglected, and (2) has the form of a matrix equation e = yO -Ax (3) where yO = 0 -C(P/) (Le., yO is the residual vector for the starting model), A tJ = OCt! aP J (the matrix of partial derivatives about P/), and x is the vector of parameter corrections.
An obvious approach is now to find that vector of parameter corrections x that minimizes the sum of squares of the residuals. This vector is given by the standard least squares solution Fig. I . Model current system for substorm expansion. Northern halves of two Alfven wire models, shown here as they would be applied to substorm growth and expansion phase data. ATS I show.n lying on the geomagnetic equatoria~plan~~nd~onolulu both he approximately on the same geographic meridian. Fits to the data are carried out in geomagnetic coordinates.
(4)
We also have eToe = e'Toe ' and xTox = X'ToX '. Equation (5) becomes where E/ is the residual in the principal axis system. The inverse problem is now to choose the parameters x,' in this system that are most consistent with the data and physical con-.straints and then to find the original parameters x, from the transformation (6). If we wished only to satisfy the data, the choice would be self-evident; we set These parameter corrections may then be added to the original parameter set, resulting in the parameter set P" which to within an approximation as good or as bad as the linearity assumption above, minimizes the mean square residual. If there is some modest error in this approximation, the process may be repeated and will hopefully.converge to a reasonable model.
However, a number of complications can and almost always do arise. First, even the least squares problem may be nonunique (Le., there may be infinitely many vectors X that give the same residuals E), in which case the matrix ATA will be 
MODEL
The expansion phase of a typical magnetospheric substorm may radically change at least two major current systems, the tail current and the ring current. These changes are shown schematically in Figure 1 and include a diversion, or short circuit, of the midnight portion of the tail current and an enhancement of the partial ring current near the dusk meridian. In both cases these changes can be approximated by a simple wire current model having line currents flowing on dipole field lines and east or west in the ionosphere and equatorial plane. In the case of the tail current the perturbation current is eastward, corresponding to a reduction in the tail current.
We consider the simple Alfv6n model consisting of four parameters. These parameters are the current strength, the L shell on which the currents flow, and the eastern and western longitudes of the field-aligned currents. For simplicity the dipole field lines on which the currents flow are assumed undistorted. The ionospheric segments were chosen to lie 115 km above the earth's surface. The image currents for the fieldaligned and equatorial portions were neglected, whereas the entire earth was assumed to be an infinite conductor for the ionospheric portion. This crude approximation removes the effect of the auroral electrojet at low latitudes, so that the model can be used to study only low-latitude and satellite magnetic field data. To study the effect of field-aligned currents at higher latitudes in the time independent problem, one must calculate the image current of the entire circuit to obtain reasonable agreement with the data [Kisabeth, 1972] . To calculate the field due to image currents, one must assume that the earth's conductivity is zero to some depth and then infinite at greater depths. However, the problem is really a time dependent one, so that for large and rapid changes in the external field the finite response time of the earth must be considered. Lahiri and Price_ [1938] solved analytically the problem of currents induced within a radially inhomogenous sphere, assuming a simple external current system. To study the highlatitude data in the time dependent problem adequately, the linear inverse technique should be applied to the results of Lahiri and Price by using an external field model similar to the one discussed here. The conductivity profile of the earth can then be determined along with the parameters described above. For completeness, one may wish to consider the distortion of the field lines from the dipolar configuration. To avoid the necessity of discussing a complicated model, we consider only relatively weak substorms that either occur prior to the development of the main phase of a substorm or are isolated from other magnetospheric activities. We also choose data from observatories located relatively far from the current sources. In this way the effect that the induction current has on the calculations is minimized and for the purpose of this work is ignored. High-latitude data are located near ionospheric current sources. Inclusion of high-latitude data cannot be used to fix unambiguously the location of currents flowing deep in the magnetosphere because the field lines are distorted from the dipolar configuration. In the simple model, low-latitude and satellite data provide a simpler means of estimating the location of distant magnetospheric currents. The east-west extent of the field-aligned system may be determined more accurately by inclusion of auroral data using linear inverse theory. The magnetic field anywhere in space due to the Alfv6nic model can be calculated by numerically integrating the BiotSavart law. The partial differentiations required for inversion were carried out analytically by carrying the differential operators inside the integral signs. In order to give meaning to the length of the parameter correction vector, each unknown parameter was scaled by a value judged to be the limit of acceptable variation of that parameter in one iteration step. This value corresponds to an 'a priori' standard deviation for an estimate of that parameter. We scaled the current strength and distance in units of 106 A and earth radii, respectively, and the angular portions of the eastern and western field-aligned currents in units of 1 rad. Changes in any of these parameters except the current by more than 1 unit lead to significant nonlinearity in the expansion (2). The expansion is strictly linear in the current parameter.
SUBSTORMS OF DECEMBER 24 AND 25, 1966
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the use of this procedure to fit the substorm data of December 24, 1966. Substantial changes in the magnetic field of low-latitude stations during these substorms occur only in the north-south and east-west field components. The points in Figure 2 represent the change in these components measured on the ground from the beginning to the end of the expansion phase. Changes in the low-latitude vertical (Z) component of the magnetic field are small and are therefore neglected. The change in a quiet day field over the same time period was subtracted from the data, so that only the change in the expansion phase was modeled. It must be assumed of course that changes in other current systems are small during the time that the expansion phase system is in progress. To generate a data point at a station, four mea- At each iteration step the equations were linearized by using (2), were transformed to the principal axis coordinate system by using (6), and were solved by using (10), and the solution was transformed back to the laboratory coordinate system by using (7). In solving (1) considerable stabilization was achieved by choosing • just enough larger than the smallest eigenvalue that the smallest eigenvalue was always removed. (The smallest eigenvalue was 4.7, compared with the largest, which was 170.) This helped insure that the perturbations remained within the range of linearity of (2). Evolution of the best-fitting model from the starting model in four iterations is shown in Figure 3 that the eastern and western positions of the field-aligned currents can be determined uniquely by using low-latitude ground data, whereas the L shell cannot.
To test for changes in the partial ring current during the expansion phase of Figure 3 and to see how much improvement in the fit could be obtained by increasing the number of parameters, a second field-aligned current system was introduced at the approximate position of the partial ring current ( Figure 5 ). The initial parameters for both current systems were chosen in the following manner: a westward partial ring current was centered at 1800 LT, the L parameter being set equal to 4; the model for the expansion phase was centered at local midnight, its L shell being set initially to 7. Several attempts were made to fit the data with the double system and with the single expansion phase system by using the same starting parameters. In the first attempt, four iterations were performed, removing seven of the eight eigenvalues in the double system. On each successive attempt, one less eigenvalue was removed until six had been retained to produce a fit in the double system. Use of seven eigenvalues ,00I a datter ((l)t) . No iteration could be performed on (1). resulted in nonlinear changes in the xj' and consequently in no fit. In the single expansion phase system, only one eigenvalue was removed. This is denoted by the daggered number (1)'• in Figure 5 . The points indicate the value of e after one iteration. The dashed line represents e obtained from the initial guess, whereas the numbers in parentheses indicate the number of eigenvalues dropped in the first iteration step. The major contribution to I/XPI in Figure 5 ' is the result of the inclusion of the two L shells as parameters (points (1) and (2)). However, no improvement occurs in the fit if another fieldaligned system is added to the expansion phase system represented by (1)'•. Should significant changes in the partial ring current occur during the expansion phase, a better fit would be expected from the double system. Since this does not happen for this substorm, one concludes either that no changes occurred in the partial ring current during this substorm expansion or that the changes that did occur are unresolvable from the ground data.
The synchronous satellite ATS 1 also measured the magnetic perturbation occurring over this period. If the two components of the magnetic field measured at ATS are added to the data set, a lower limit more realistic than that obtained from the use of ground data alone can be obtained for L.
To produce the fit shown in Figure 6 , a current of 106 A was placed at L = 7, and the field-aligned segments were arranged so as to center the system about 2100 LT. Since the changes in the horizontal components at ATS and Honolulu are both positive during this event, the tail current is placed outside the . Several substorm expansions occurred on this day along with two substorm growth phases that were detectable from low-latitude ground data. Optimum parameter sets were found for six substorm expansion phases and both growth phases by using both low-latitude and ATS I data. The analysis for the growth phase was handled in exactly the same manner as that for the expansion phases already discussed. The initial values of the L shell and the current were set at 7 and -1 X 106 A, respectively.
The expansion phase that immediately followed the 0640-0715 UT growth phase of Figure 7b is shown in Figure 8 . The growth phase system was retained on the assumption that the current system was still active into the expansi9n phase. To generate this fit, a four-parameter model was constructed in which all the growth phase parameters were held constant and the location and the strength of the expansion phase system were found. Then the four growth phase parameters were allowed to vary along with the four expansion parameters to see what change, if any, occurred in the growth phase system. The expansion phase was thus fitted with an eight-parameter model. The residual e for the eight-parameter fit was 1.6 standard deviations, and that for the four-parameter fit was 2.2 standard deviations. The rate of increase of the expansion phase currents in Figure 8 is nearly a factor of 3 greater than the change in the partial ring current system in the same time interval, suggesting the possibility that the two systems are not connected. In addition to the possibility that the fit obtained in Figure 8 may be nonunique, the model assumes that all of the growth phase current flows into the ionosphere. Some of the contributions to the growth phase current system may actually be due to changes in magnetopause boundary currents. The model as it exists now is incapable of comparing the relative changes in currents between different current systems, but it can compare changes in a single four-parameter system, e.g., the growth phase from one substorm phase to another, provided that the changes of other nearby current systems do not appreciably alter the data. The extent to which these changes can affect the residual can of course be investigated by adding a loss or an addition parameter to the model and using linear inverse •/OPi is small for all j, i.e., if all the elements in the ith column of 0C/0P are relatively small in comparison with the elements in other columns, then the eigenvalue corresponding to that column will be small. It is then said that the parameter Pi has relatively little effect on the model's ability to fit the data. To anyone who has tried to fit a model to data without using linear inverse theory the effects of these lethargic parameters are well-known. One advantage of linear inverse theory is therefore its ability to use only the largest derivatives to determine the parameter corrections. This is accomplished by throwing out the smallest eigenvalues. If a parameter has a limit beyond which it becomes useless in the sense already described, then application of the linear inverse theory can determine this limit. If the model is quite complicated such that it has several such useless parameters, the small derivatives may not be confined to individual columns where they are easy to pick out but may rather be scattered all over the partial derivative matrix, making it difficult to decide when to treat a specific parameter as being constant in the model. The problem is of course compounded when parts of the data are distrusted or have error bars of varying sizes. By inclusion of a weighting matrix the linear inverse process is also able to find the parameters that best fit each individual data point according to the accuracy of that data point.
The principal advantage to the use of this procedure is its ability to minimize the residual, given reasonable starting parameters. The size of the residual and the way that the individual model computations fit the data may suggest ways in which improvements in the model can be made.
Herein lie the principal advantages of the linear inversion technique. There are other benefits for which no examples were given in this report. For instance, a complicated model may predict not only magnetic field values on the earth and in space but also conductivities, particle energies, distributions, etc. The various model calculations may share functional dependencies; for instance, both the particle energy and the magnetic field measured at a satellite may be functions of L. As long as a proper weighting matrix is constructed that leaves both the parameter corrections and the derivative matrix dimensionless, data sets with mixed units may be best-fitted to a single model by using linear inverse theory. storm expansion phase. From linear inversion on this simple model we find that low-latitude ground-based observations of the magnetic field cannot be used to determine the L shell in the model, thus leaving the model independent of the L parameter unless small and physically unreasonable values of L are used to generate a fit (Figure 4) . The inclusion of the ATS northward component in the data set yields a more realistic estimate of L but still only a lower limit (Figure 6) .
Of the substorm expansions on December 24 and 25 and August 15, 1968, used in this analysis, the model is able to fit the eastward and northward low-latitude data equally well and preferentially fit northward data when ATS data are included. Another advantage that was not discussed is that the Thus even though the model does not completely fit the data, technique gives the analyst the ability to put quantitative limits the model appears internally consistent with expansion phase on the qualitative conclusions drawn from his data. Since all data (Figures 2 and 6) . data are subject to a certain amount of error, the best-fitting In this study the assumption is made that the currents of the parameters are also subject to error. If Ae• is the error growth phase can be represented by the wire expansion model associated with a data point, then from (4) the error in the with the direction of the current reversed and that these dimensionless parameter correction vector will be Ax -- In the cases that we studied there appears to be no significant relationship between the current strength during the growth phase and the current strength during the expansion phase that immediately follows. A double Alfvfin system, i.e., two field-aligned current models fitted to an expansion phase with an earlier growth phase, yielded no better fit to the data than a simpler four-parameter model ( Figure 5 ). In another substorm the best fit of a growth phase was included as part of the data in an eight-parameter fit of the ensuing expansion phase (Figure 8 ). An improvement in the fit over the fourparameter model is obtained; however, the rate of current growth in the growth phase system was found to remain constant during both phases, thus indicating that the expansion phase may have had little effect on the current system that began during this growth phase.
Finally, we conclude that the relationship of ATS to ground data during the growth phases indicates that most of the current lies outside the orbit of ATS from 8 to perhaps 10 RE and may be associated with magnetopause and deep tail currents rather than with the partial ring current.
